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Abstract

With the Crystal Ball Detector at the e*c~ storage ring DORIS we have searched for

the Higgs boson in radiative decays of the T and T' resonance. We also have searched

for lepton number violating decays of the r lepton, r — > 67 and T — * e7T°.

The Higgs particle is searched for in its decay into a rf pair. Due to its narrow
decay width we expect a monochromatic signal in the photon spectrum„ Finding no

significant structures in the photon spectrum, we obtain upper limits for the product

branching ratio (at 90% confidence level):

BR(T -* iX — -yrf) < (0.6 - 1.6) x 1(T3 (Mrr < 9.0 GeV)
BR(T' -* -fX -*. -yrf ) < (0.6 - 3.0) x lO'3 (AfTf < 9.5 GeV).

This represents the first search in radiative T' decays. The result for T decays is

comparable to that of an earlier experiment. These limits do not exclude a Higgs boson

in the Standard Model with l Higgs doublet, since theoretical predictions are

BR(T,T' -»• 7Higgs) » 10'4 - IQ-5.

However, the limits can be used to constrain the ratio of vacuum expectation values

for models with more than one Higgs doublet. The search for the Higgs boson in its rf

decay mode is particularly important for models which predict this to be the dominant

channel. A search in cc type events, characterized by high final state multiplicity, would

then be insensitive.
Lepton number violating decays of the r lepton are predicted in 'composite mode l'

theories. Our limits
BR(r -•- e-7) < 3.4 x 10"4

an BR(r -, en°) < 4.4 x lO'4

are considerably lower than previous results. The upper limit for the reaction T — »• 57

can be converted into a lower limit on the compositeness mass scale A of

A/v^5> 65TeV,

with a being an unknown coupling constant (0.01 < a < 1.00).
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l Introduction

High energy physics investigates the basic structures of nature. This includes elementary

particies äs the building blocks and gauge bosons mediating the interactions between

them. Currently we know 4 interactions, strong, electromagnetic, weak and gravita-

tional.
The weak and electromagnetic interactions are unified in the Glashow- Weinberg-

Salam [l] model based on the symmetry group SU(2)xU(l). The predicted neutral
currents [2] äs well äs the gauge bosons W± and ZG were found experimentally [3j. In
particular the latter discovery with masses close to the predicted values was a great

success for the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model. W± and Z° acquire mass through

the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking. This mechanism leads to a scalar

particle, the Higgs boson, [4] which so far has not been observed.

The first part of this work is therefore devoted to a search for this particle in the T

region, i.e. in the mass ränge MIHSSS < lOGeV.

The T itself was first found in the di-muon mass spectmm in proton-nucleon colli-

sions at Fermilab j5 . The effort to find it also in e+e~ collisions [6] revealed a whole

spectmm of very narrow resonances. This led to the Interpretation of this new particle

äs a bound state of a b quark and its antiquark.

The second part of this thesis deals with exotic decay modes of the r lepton. The r

was discovered in 1975 by the MARK I collaboration at the SPEAR storage ring at

Stanford [7 . Many experiments provided proof that it joins the familiär family of the
leptons e, i/e, p, v^.

Composite model theories try to reduce the number of elementary particies (quarks

and leptons) by introducing more fundamental building blocks, e.g. so called preons.

A consequence of these models is the prediction of reactions which are forbidden in the
Standard Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model, such äs r —> e-y and r —- e7T°. Since those

decay modes are expected to be very rare previous experiments may not have seen it.

This work presents the most sensitive search for these reactions.

The chapters of this thesis are organized äs follows: First we give an overview of theo-

retical ideas connected to Higgs particies and the T lepton in chapter 2. A description of

the experimental setup, the Crystal Ball detector and the storage ring DORIS, follows
in section 3. The data samples taken on the various T resonances together with an
introduction into the Software tools needed for the data analysis is given in chapter 4.
The next two chapters are devoted to the analyses for a Higgs search (chapter 5) and

exotic T decays (chapter 6). Conclusions in chapter 7 summarize the achieved results
and compare with other experiments and theoretical predictions.

Three appendices on particle identification in the Crystal Ball detector, Monte Carlo
techniques and statistical methods are included.



2 Theory and Summary

In this section we will discuss the fundamental forces which govern interactions between

particles. Special emphasis will be given to the unified electromagnetic and weak in-

teractions. the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model, and the Higgs particle which emerges

from this theory. A discussion will follow of its properties together with results from an

experimental search for this particle.
In a second part we will describe properties of the T lepton. In particular those

decays will be investigated which are postulated by composite models. These theories

predict various exotic processes, two of which will be investigated in more detail.

2.1 Fundamental Interactions

Presently we believe that matter is composed of spin 1/2 fermions, namely quarks and
leptons. There are four fundamental forces by means of which these particles interact,

the strong, electroweak unification of electromagnetic and weaks and gravitational force.

The last one, being very weak at the relevant energies, will be neglected in the further

discussion. Quarks and leptons participate in the electroweak interaction, quarks in
addition are subject to the strong interaction. In the following we will discuss these

fundamental forces in more detail.

2.1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics and the Quark Model

With the large number of elementary particles found in the 1950s and 1960s it became

clear that they should be composed of a comparatively small number of truly elementary
particles. A first trial was due to Sakata ;8 :, who tried to use the proton, the neutron and

the A hyperon äs basic building blocks. Combining two of them yields mesons. By trying

to construct baryons äs a triplet of these fundamental particles however this model was

ruled out since a lot of particles, unwanted since unobserved in nature, were predicted.
A much more successful approach is the quark model due to Gell-Mann and Zweig, see

reference ;9j. They postulated three objects (u, d, s), now called fiavor, with fractional

charge and baryon number (see table 1). They carry an abstract quantum number,

called color, which can take on three values (red, green and blue) [10]. Combining 2

u
d

Charge
2/3
-1/3
-1/3

Baryon number i Strangeness
1/3
1/3
1/3

0
0
-1

Table 1: Quarks and their quantum numbers

or 3 quarks and antiquarks yielded the spectruzn of observed particles and predicted



Figure 1: Feynman diagram for •qq
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Figure 2: R äs function of CMS energy

states which were found later experimentally. e.g. the Ct~. From the requirement that

the observed particles in nature are color singletts, it follows that it is impossible to

observe isolated quarks. One of the remarkable successes of the quark model is the

correct preciction for

R =
a(e~e —*- qq —* hadrons)

ö-fe+e- -»• pß)
= N

where a(e"e —* qq) denotes the cross section for production of a quark-ant i quark

pair annihilating with probability l into hadrons in e^e' annihilations in lowest order

(figure 1) and ae+s-_^ is the cross section for a pair of muons. Nc is the number of

colors and Qi the charge of the quark accessible in pair production at the given CMS
energy. Figure 2 shows R äs a function of CMS energy; indicated are the expectations

for Ne = 3. The figure shows spikes at the /?, u/, J/ti» and T mass due to resonant
production of these particles. Clearly, R defined above applies only in between these
resonances.

The interaction between colored quarks proceeds via the exchange of gluons which

couple to the color charge. Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the corresponding non-

Abelian gauge theory, based on the gauge group SU(3) of color transformations. Due
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Figure 3: The 66 system. The dashed lines mark states which are not yet found. The
subscribt of the x ünes denotes the total spin of the state.

to the SU(3) group governing the strong interaction we have an octet of colored gluons

which can also interact among themselves. This implies the possible existence of bound

states of gluons. see reference [11 for a detailed discussion.

2.1.2 Heavy Vector Mesons

In analogy to positronium, where the e+ and e~ form a bound state, heavy quarks can

also form bound states. The T is such a bound state of a quark and its antiquark. A

level scheine of the various bound states is displayed in figure 3. The JFC = l states

(T, T',...) can be produced in e*e~ annihilations via the process depicted in figure 4,

since they have the same quantum numbers äs the photon. A typical excitation curve

for the production of the T meson is shown in figure 5 where we display R äs a function

of CMS energy. The states up to the T" lie below threshold for pair production of

mesons containing one heavy b quark, by the process in figure 6„ Thus the T mesons

decay predominatly by annihilation into 3 gluons (the decay of a vector meson with

J = l into 2 massless particles such äs gluons is forbidden by conservation of

angular momentumT see ref [12] and C parity) or l photon and 2 gluons. The gluons

subsequently fragment into hadrons. The width of the T resonance in figure 5 is entirely

due to the energy resolution of the e+e" collider (see chapter 3). The resonance itself

has a total width of about 43 keV. This width, which is incredibly small for a strong



Figure 4: Feynman diagram for e^e —>-T, T',...
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Figure 5: R äs a function of CMS energy
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Figure 6: Feynman diagram for B meson production



interacting particle, can be understood by the 'OZF rule [13]. This rule has been used

to explain the predominance of the decay of #(1012) into KK over TTTTTT0, where naively
the latter decay would be favored by phasespace. This rule states that any decay with

disconnected quark lines between initial and final states is suppressed.

2.1.3 EJectroweak Interaction

The first theory of weak interactions was due to Fermi. He postulated a four-fermion

vertex with a coupling constant GF ss 10~5/M^ (Mp — proton mass) to describe e.g, the

nuclear beta decay. From dimensional arguments the cross section for i/n —-e p scales

like

&vn~*tp ** (*F X ^

where S is the CMS energy squared. Such a cross section will violate unitarity above

a certain center of mass (CMS) energy. This problem can be cured by introducing a

heavy boson W* to mediate the charged current interaction äs the photon does in QED.
But this in turn will cause unitarity problems in

thus caüing for an ad-hoc introduction of a neutral boson.

A much more elegant and systematic approach is to unify electromagnetic and weak
interactions. This so called 'Standard Model' was developed by Glashow, Weinberg and

Salam 1). The underlying non-Abelian symmetry group is SU(2)xU(l) with the gauge

groups SU(2) governing weak isospin and U(l) governing weak hypercharge. The four

real parameters of the two groups lead to four gauge fields of spin 1: W^ and B, The

physical quanta are linear combinations:
ß,

cos BW — Bp sin &w
s n COS

where the Weinberg angle GW is a parameter to be determined experimentally, W* and

Z are the bosons mediating the charged and neutral weak currents and A is the usual
photon field of QED.

This theory distinguishes left- and right-handed fermions from the very beginning

by coupling only left-handed fermions and right-handed antifennions to the W±. The
Z and A field both couple to right- and left-handed fermions, although with different
strengths. The left-handed fermions are grouped into weak isospin doublets, the right-

6



handed fermions into singlets, äs is shown in the following table.

leptons

quarks

leptons

quarks

Fermions

( 0 f » \ JL \ )L \ U

iu\\\ A U1 A (v) t

CR ßR TR

UR CR tR

d>R &R t>R

Q

(-0
( -a )

-l

2/3
-1/3

weak Is

( 1/2 )
l -1/2 )

( 1/2 )
l -1/2 )

0

0
0

weak Y

(:!)
(S)

-2

4/3
-2/3

Q is the charge, /s the third component of weak isospin and Y the weak hypercharge.

The relationship between these quantum numbers is given by the analogue to the Gell-
Mann Nishijima equation l

Q = /3 + y/2

The lower components of the left-handed quarks, d',s',b' are related to the quarks of

the strong interaction d, s, 6 by a unitary transformation Uqqt, the so called Kobayashi-
Maskawa marrix [14].

One important consequence of the model was the successful prediction of weak neu-

tral currents

e + i/p —> e + i/p

mediated by the neutral Z° boson.

Unfortunately at this stage, the above model predicts the gauge bosons to be mass-

less. This is in contradiction to the short ränge nature of the weak interaction (which
corresponds to a massive exchange boson). Introducing a mass term by hand into the

Lagrangian would destroy the gauge invariance and thus the renormalizability of the

theory. This can be solved by introducing the concept of 'spontaneous symmetry break-

ing' via the Higgs mechanism [4], All is needed is a SU(2)xU(l) gauge group with a

groundstate of the Lagrangian, usually called the vacuum, of non zero expectation value.
By construction the Lagrangian stays invariant, but the underlying symmetry is broken

spontan eously.
This is a well known phenomenon in physics. For example, an infinitely extended

ferromagnet is described by a Lagrangian which is invariant under space rotations.

In the ground state this symmetry is apparently broken since the elementary spins

1This equation indicates that the photon (coupling to the electric charge Q) has to be a linear combi-
natton of the gauge fields W and B, see equation 1.



are aligned in a particular direction. There is, however, an infinite number of such

groundstates which can be reached by rotation.
The symmetry breaking in the ground state leads to a massless scalar particle,

a so-called Goldstone boson [15], for each degree of freedom in which the theory is
spontaneously broken. The degrees of freedom associated with these particles can be

absorbed, by virtue of Goldstones theorem [16], into additional degrees of freedom for

the gauge bosons, e.g. longitudinal polarization which, in turn, is equivalent to massive

gauge bosons.
The Standard model introduces one complex SU(2) doublet of scalar nelds

i $! -(- i$2 \ \3 + «*4 J

Introducing a seif interaction potential of the form

with A > 0 and ,u2 < 0 leads to a spontaneous broken mode. The vacuum expectation

values of $ is given by
— .2

<-. *P V ^vacuum— ^,

The choice of
_ J_ / 0 \m — ~~~f= l l

V2 V v J
results in a vacuum expectation value of

.2 L

v =
A

Three of the four components $< can be identified äs Goldstone bosons. They can be

absorbed into the helicity 0 degrees of freedom for 3 of the 4 gauge nelds. thus making

W* and Z massive. The gauge boson associated with U(l)em, the photon, has to remain
massless. Therefore one real scalar field survives. It is called the Higgs boson.

It is obvious, that the masses generated via symmetry breaking, of W~ and Z are

related to the vacuum expectation value v of the Higgs field $ namely

with g sin &w — e and
?v

2 ĵ v
COS @w

The lepton and quark masses are determined similarly by a Yukawa type coupling to
be

M/ =



where gf are free parameters to be determined by experiment.
The vacuum expectation value v can be determined by comparison of the Fermi-

type point interaction of the charged weak current processes such äs \i decay with the

Standard model prediction. In the low energy regime both should yield identical results.

Thus
GF g1

and

This can be used to predict the masses of W and Z to be

2 _ (37.3GeV/c2)2

sin" Ovv

and
\Ä~~.

M7 =
COS ©

With a measurement of sinÖw (e.g. from neutrino scattering experiments 120]) one

predicts

Mw = (81.8 ± 1.8) GeV/c2 and Mz = (92.6 ± 1.7) GeV/c2

in excellent agreement with experimental results from the pp collider experiments [20].



2.2 Properties of the Higgs Boson

2.2.1 Standard Higgs Boson

We will discuss the properties and deoay modes and hence the possibilities for experi-

mental detection of a Standard Higgs hoson äs it was introduced in the previous section:

• It has to be a scalar (J=0) paiticle, since it gives the helicity zero degrees of

freedom to the W± and Z bosons, thus making them massive

• Since the photon has to be massless, the Higgs has to be neutral. This is due to

the fact that the neutral part of the complex isodoublet Higgs field has a non-zero

vacuum expectation value.

• The mass of the Higgs is given by

A/l = - 2Xv

Unfortunately A is a parameter not predicted by the theory. There exist, however,

limits since a very big value of A would imply strong seif interactions and render

the simple potential of the form V($) = M2($~$) + -M$^$)2 questionabie. On the

other hand the Higgs boson cannot be arbitrary light. Higher order corrections

to seif- interactions modify the potential and result in a lower limit on the mass.

These arguments constrain the Higgs mass to O(l GeV/c2) < MS < O (l TeV/c2)

[17]. This mass constraint is only true in the minimal scheme with one complex

Higgs doublet. With more than one doublet (see below), the only stringent limit

comes from experimental searches for K'

resulting lower limit is 325MeV/c2.

Higgs (18 , The

• The decay modes of the Higgs are determined by the strength of its coupling

to ordinary particles. The coupling to any particle X which gets its mass via

spontaneous symmetry breaking is given by

= 2M± = Mx

9xXH v i23GeV/c2 l }

where MX denotes the mass of X.

The following characteristics result from the proportional i ty of the coupling with
mass;

— The Higgs will have the largest branching ratio into the heaviest accessible

pair of fermions. Therefore it clearly does not obey lepton universality.

- There is no Iowest order coupling to 77 or gg (g^gluon).

10



- The total width of the Higgs particle depends on the number of open decay

channels and thus on its mass. For MH < M z one finds [19] :

2 - 1 for IePtonsr - M - t - r ' N M^al tot = MH-T-, fci. ,_ 1JV cyw / ( i c —'-' / MH ' [ 3 for quarks

This means that for the masses accessible in this work (M# < 10 GeV with a

width of order l keV) the Higgs should show up äs a very narrow resonance.

2.2.2 Non-standard Higgs Boson

In principle there is no reason to have only one complex doublet of Higgs fields. It is

just the simplest possibility. There are however constraints from experimental data on

the structure of the Higgs sector. In the case of one complex doublet the parameter p

turns out to be (except for small radiative corrections)

Vf2
w — i\

M

The experimental results from MW and MZ [3]

Mw = (81.8 ± 1.8) GeV/c2 and Mz = (92.6 ± 1.7) GeV/c2

together with sin2 &w from neutrino scattering experiments [20]

sin' 0iv = (0.223 ±0.006)

results in an experimental value for p

p = (1.006 ±0.008)

It can be shown that the prediction for p stays at l for an arbitrary number of Higgs

doublets !2li . Weak isospin triplets, however, would need adjustment of model parame-

ters to keep p at 1. In the following we refer to extensions of the Higgs sector containing

doublets only.

The introduction of two complex Higgs doublets results in additional Higgs bosons,

some of them being charged. There is a certain freedom in choice which of the two

Higgs fields couples to which type of particles. One possible scenario is to have one

Higgs doublet to couple to down-type quarks and leptons, the other one to up~type

quarks [22 . This could result in an enhancement of the Higgs coupling to T leptons

over c quarks. At the same time the production rate of a Higgs boson can be enhanced

if this happens via coupling to down-type quarks (see next section).

Summarizing one can say that enlargements of the minimal scheme with one Higgs

doublet can result in large changes of production, decay widths and branching fractions

for Higgs bosons. The only stringent lirnitation seems to come from the closeness of the

p parameter to l, thus calling for a doublet structure.
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2.2.3 Search for Higgs Bosons in T Decays

Heavy quarkonia provide a very good possibility for Higgs searches. This was first

realized by Wilczek 23] who calculated the width for the decay of a bound state of a
heavy quark-antiquark pair into a Higgs boson via emission of a photon. The relevant

Feynman graphs are given in figure 7. The rate in the minimal scheme is given by

b

Higgs
Figure 7: Feynman diagrams for Higgs production by the Wilczek mechanism

•(l-S) (3)

where V denotes the decaying vector resonance and GF the Fermi constant. The Higgs

boson itself would. according to equation 2, decay into a pair of c quarks or r leptons in

the ratio =s 3/1. The higher decay rate to charmed quarks is due to the approximately

equal masses of c quark and T lepton and the factor 3 from color. QCD radiative

corrections '24J reduce the above prediction by about a factor 2.

In this work we searched for final states containing a photon and a pair of r leptons,

corresponding to the reaction

T, T' —*• ~yHiggs —* ^r+r~

Since we do not observe any significant signal in the photon spectmm (for details see

chapter 5) we calculate an upper limit (at 90% confidence level) äs a function of the
Higgs mass. In figures 8 and 9 these limits are shown for the T and T' data sets,

respectively. The branching ratios predicted by the Wilczek mechanism for the minimal
scheme (equation 3) are in the ränge from 10~4 to 10~5. This is clearly below our
experimental sensitivity.

In the treatment of non-standard Higgses, in particular with 2 complex doublets, it
was shown that

• the branching fraction for T—»-^Higgs could be enhanced due to different Higgses

giving mass to the up- and down-type sector [22]

12
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• the 3/1 ratio for Higgs —*cc/Higgs —* TT can be modified. Actually the rf mode

can become the dominant Higgs decay :22|.

Therefore we can compute lower limits on an enhancement factor K2 for T —^yHiggs in

dependence on the Higgs decay couplings, with /c2 defined by

BR(T -* -y Higgs) zdoubi«. = «2BR(T -> -7Higgs)idoubi.„

and BR(T —* 7Higgs)ldoubiat is the theoretical prediction from equation 3. This param-

eter /c2 is the square of the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs

fields. We get lower limits on the enhancement factor /c2 äs shown in figure 10 and 11
for T and T' for a 3/1 coupling of the Higgs to c quarks and T leptons. A different

coupling would just rescale the y-axis (e.g. a 100% coupling to rf would divide the

numbers by 4).
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Figure 12: 90% upper limit on T ->iX -* 77? type final state

Since the lower limits on the enhancernent factor are always greater than unity we

cannot rule out a minimal Higgs but we present constraints on the ratio of vacuum
expectation values for models with 2 complex Higgs doublets.

This search presents the first limits for T' —>iX -* 777 type final states. At the

T , the results are comparable to a previous measurement by ARGUS 25 for photon

energies above l GeV and superior for smaller energies. In figure 12 we show an overlay
of ARGUS and Crystal Ball results for the decay T ~^^X -* 777.
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2.3 Tau Lepton Decays

In this subsection we will first discuss the properties of the heaviest known lepton, the

v. In a second part we will present a search for unconventional T decays motivated by
the concept of compositeness of quarks and leptons.

2.3.1 Conventional r decays

The discovery of the r lepton in 1975 by Mark I at SPEAR [7] provided the first direct

indication for the existence of a third family of leptons. Many experiments studied the
r lepton in detail and were able to prove that the r lepton is a heavy 'carbon copy' of

eiectron and muon (and not some exotic object). The T lepton has its own neutrino and

the upper limit on the r neutrino is Mv, < 70MeV [26].

The decay modes of the r lepton can be calculated in the Standard model. The

T decays via the charged weak current into its neutrino under emission of a W boson

(figure 13) which then turns into leptons or hadrons (figure 14).

W
Figure 13: Feynman diagram for r decay

W
i>—Tt.p.K.Kf...

Figure 14: Feynman diagram for subsequent W decay

A rough estimate of the relative branching fractions can be obtained by neglect-

ing mass effects and Cabibbo suppressed decays involving stränge quarks. Due to
color hadronic decays should be 3 times more abundant than leptonic final states.
Since 2 leptons are accessible we get a branching fraction of 20% for T —*• e i7, i/T

and T —»• p i/M i/Tdecays and 60% for hadronic decays.
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Channel

r— »-e i/ei/T

T-*pffti/T

T-^rt/r

r-+K t/r
r-^TTT,)" i/r
T-*(KK}- i/r

T— *(47T)~ i/r

sum
r-»(37r)~ t/r
r— *-(57r)~ t/r
7— (6ir)- t/r
r-^(Ä'Ä')- i/r
r-^(Ä'Ä'7r)- i/r
r-*(Ä"^7r)~ t/r

Branching fraction %
1 charged particle j 3 charged particles

17.9
17.4
10.9
0.7
22.0
1.1
1.0
71.0
< X

< 0.12
< 0.21
< 1.2

< 1.29 z
< 4/5 w

-
-
-
-
-

0.3
4.9
5.2
X

y
< 0.64
< 0.6

z
W

Table 2: Known r decay modes with calculated branching fractions using BR(r—*e t/et/r)
= 17.9%.

The widths for the leptonic modes can be calculated precisely within the Standard

model. They can be converted into branching ratios using the measured tau lifetime [27].

Calculations of hadronic final states are more involved and need additional experimental

input, e.g. to determine r—<-7ri/r the pion decay constant and the Cabibbo angle is

needed. A detailed treatment of these Calculations can be found in reference [28].

A summary of all known r decay modes and their branching fractions is given in

table 2 (from reference J29]). The Calculations for the reactions in the lower part of

table 2 have considerable theoretical uncertainties. Limits on the unknown parameters

(x„ y, z, w) can be derived from isospin considerations äs well äs experimental data.

Comparing theoretical and experimental branching fractions yields indications for

yet unknown r decay modes into l charged particle and neutrals. Inclusive measure-

ments of the branching fraction into l charged particle yields J20J

Ba = (86.5 ±0.3)%

whereas from table 2 we get a ränge (depending on the values for x, y, z, w) of

B! = (74.2-81

The missing decay modes constitute the last open problem in r decays.

2.3.2 Unconventional T decays

It has been argued that the Glashow Weinberg Salam model for electroweak interac-

tions is probably not the fundamental but rather an effective low energy theory. This is
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supported by the multitude of free parameters (number of families, Yukawa couplings,

Weinberg angle ...) and by the rieh spectrum of the fundamental leptons and quarks.

In analogy to the Situation in the early 1960s, where the large number of elementary

particles led to the introduction of the quark model one solution is a possible substruc-

ture of leptons and quarks. Composite models could be realized by the existence of so

called preons, combinations of which would explain the known particle spectrum. An

important parameter of these models is the relevant mass scale at which new phenomena

will show up.

Important consequences of compositeness are various predictions for processes which

are strictly forbidden in the Standard model äs well äs corrections to parameters, like

p = M$, /A/l cos2 BW -

In general the corrections to these parameters, however, are extremly small [3Qi.

One class of predicted reactions are inter-family transitions such äs fj, —* «7, T —' 07,

.... Buchmüller [30] finds

_
A ~

where /j denotes a lepton of mass M3 and t; is the usual vacuum expectation value of

the Higgs field (u » 249 GeV).

Experimental limits on p—+e 7 yield a very high value of A =s 104 TeV, which on

first sight renders a se?,rch for r —<• 67 useless, since the resulting A will be much lower.

The reaction ^ —»• e-y however could be strictly forbidden by a yet unknown conserved

quantum number which would have different values for ß and e, but the same value for

e and r. Therefore our experimental limit of (for details see chapter 6)

BR(r -K 67) < 3.4 x 10~4

(at 90% confidence level) which can be converted into

A > 65 TeV

adds useful Information to composite model theories.

The process r —* CTT° could proceed äs in figure 15 and could thus be used to give
lower limits on the mass of the exchanged object X. The mass of X would be of the order

AjS l j . Unfortunately no detailed theoretical work has been devoted to this problem up

to now [32 . There is, however, some structural similarity of this reaction to the decay
KQ —*• eß which already has been analyzed 30).

The upper limits on decays of the type T —*• «7 and r —*• e7r° are well below previous

results by the MARK II collaboration [33], in particular for the e7T° final state.
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I

Figure 15: Feynman diagram for r—»e TT°

3 Experimental Layout

3.1 DORIS II

The data used for this analvsis were taken at the DORIS II storage ring at DESY during

1983 and 1984. Initially DORIS was designed äs a double ring storage ring (DORIS

Stands for DOppel Ring Speicher) to study electron electron collisions at center of mass

(CMS) energies up to about TGeV. With the discovery of the T resonance at a fixed

target experiment [5] a more careful 2 study at an e+e~coilider required DORIS to be

used äs a single ring device with CMS energies up to 10 GeV. It was rebuüt in 1981/82 in

order to lower the power consumption and to increase the availabie CMS energies up to

11 GeV. This opened the possibility to study the whole T family up to open b threshold

(just below the T'" the CMS energy is high enough to produce mesons containing b and

b quark respectively). Moreover the luminosity was increased by an order of magnitude

by inserting mini-/3-quadrupole magnets near the interaction regions 34).

The energy resolution of an e^e" storage ring is governed by Synchrotron radiation.

In the arcs of the machine electrons (in the following electrons mean e^as well äs c~)

radiale photons. The total energy loss U per revolution amounts to

U = 47r r* E"
3 (mc2)3 p

where re and m are the classical electron radius and the electron mass, EQ is the beam

energy and p the magnetic radius of the bending magnets. The parameters of DORIS

result in an average energy loss of 4 MeV per beam. This energy loss is compensated

by high frequency transmitters. The quantum fluctuations in this loss however yield an

energy spread of 4 MeV per beam 35j. Moreover Synchrotron radiation is of potential

danger to the Crystal Ball detector, since the lightoutput of the Nal(Tl) crystals can

be degraded. No such degradation has been seen up to now [36 . On the other hand

The mass resolution of an «"'"e'machine (limited by Synchrotron radiation, see below) is Orders of
magnitude better than at a fixed target experiment.
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the Synchrotron radiation has the positive effect of building up a polarization of the

beams äs high äs 80% at the T' (no such polarization is observed at the T due to

depolarizing resonances of the machine [37]). This is known äs the Sokolov-Ternov efFect

[38l. Destroying the polarization by means of an adjustable RF frequency transmitter

provides a very precise measurement of the beam energy (:r0.2MeV) which in turn can

be used for a precise measurement of the T' mass [39).
The whole setup to provide colliding e^e" beams of about 5GeV each is sketched in

figure 16. The electrons produced by emission off a heated surface are accelerated with

a linear accelerator (LINAC I) to an energy of 60MeV. They are then injected into a

Synchrotron (DESY) which accelerates them up to the final beam energy. The positrons
are produced via pair production following bremsstrahlung: electrons accelerated by

LINAC II up to 240 MeV impinge onto a tungsten target where the bremsstrahlung and

pair production takes place. The positrons are focused. 'cooled down'3 and accumulated

in a small ring PIA (this Stands for Positron Injection Accumutator). These positrons

are then injected into the Synchrotron. Once the electrons and positrons have reached
their final energy they are transferred to DORIS II, contained in 2 separate bunches
of about 1011 particles each. The bunch size is about 1mm in the plane of the ring
and much less than that in the vertical diraension. In the beam direction the bunch is
gaussian distributed with ox Ä; 2.1cm. This in turn yields a gaussian vertex distribution
of » 1.5cm. These 2 bunches (rotating clockwise and anticlockwise respectivly) collide

3On leaving the Converter the positrons have a high momentum spread. In a small ring the momentum
spectmm can be narrowed via emission of Synchrotron radiation. In analogy to thermodynamics this
is called cooling.
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Figure 17: Layout of the Crystal Ball detector

every microsecond at 2 interaction regions: The south hall is occupied by ARGUS [40],

a magnetic general purpose detector, the north hall by Crystal Ball.

3.2 The Crystal Ball Detector

The Crystal Ball is designed äs an electroraagnetic calorimeter with very good energy

resolution. To this end one sacrifices the advantages of a magnetic field which would give
better particle Identification 4. Surrounding the beampipe is a System of tubechambers

which allows charged particle tagging and gives directional information for charged

particles. The Nal(Tl) endcap crystals together with a small angle luminosity detector

and a time of öight (TOF) System provide additional information. Figure 17 shows the

general layout of the detector relative to the bear.iline. The whole device is located in a

temperature and humidity controlled dryhouse, since Nal(Tl) is extremly hygroscopic.

In the following we describe the various components, more details can be found in
references 141; [42l.

3.2.1 Main Ball

The main detector is a spherical array of Nal(Tl) crystals. Nal(Tl) is very well suited

for electromagnetic calorimetry, since the amount of scintillation light created in the
crystals is to a very good approximation lineariy proportional to the energy deposited
J43]. The Thallium doping (0.1%) improves the scintillation properties of NaI such that
one roughly gets one photon per 25eV deposited energy. The energy resolution achieved

For details on particle Identification se« appendix A
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for electrons and photons can be described äs

_ o TO 2. t

The Jargon used to characterize the geometry of this array of crystals is presented in

figure 18 . We Start off with an icosaedron (a 20 sided solid), each triangulär surface

being called a 'major triangle'. Dividing each of these into four triangles yields the

'minor triangles'. Each minor triangle is further divided into nine modules of triangulär

cross section (crystals). The axis of each of these modules points towards the interaction

point. This process creates 720 crystals covering the whole 4?r solid angle. Leaving a

hole for the entry and exit of the beampipe reduces the 720 crystals to 672. This results

in a 93% coverage of the füll solid angle.

Each of the two hemispheres contains 336 optically isolated crystals. This optical

Isolation is achieved by wrapping each individual crystal in paper and aluminized mylar
foil ; 4lJ . Thus the basic geometry of the crystals is a tmncated pyramid of triangulär

cross section. All the crystals together form a spherical shell of 10 and 26 inches inner

and outer radius respectively. During the assembly every crystal was sanded and/or

polished to achieve a uniform response to a I37Cs source placed along its axis (so called
'compensation'). Each crystal is 16 inch long corresponding to 15.7 radiation lengths

and l nuclear absorption length. A photomultiplier sitting at the rear end converts the

collected light into an electrical signal. The crystals of each hemisphere are stacked and

sealed in a steel can for dryness and support. Those two hemispheres can be separated

via a hydraulic mechanism to allow easy access to the inner components of the detector

such äs tubechambers and luminosity monitor. After ciosing the hemispheres there is

still a gap of up to 8mm due to mechanical tolerances. This gap is accounted for in the
Simulation programs, for details see appendix B.

There is a mercator type display of the detector, called 'fiat'. used to illustrate the

energy recorded in each crystal, see figure 19 . The numbers are crystal energies in
MeV(in excess of O.öMeV).

3.2.2 Endcaps

Nal(TI) crystals of hexagonal cross section are used to extend the solid angle coverage
from 93% (main ball) to almost 98% of 4?r. 20 crystals with 3 to 9 radiation lengths
surround the beampipe on each side. The energy measurement with these endcaps is
clearly degraded in comparison to the main ball. They can however be used to veto
events which record a huge amount of energy outside the main ball.
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Figure 19: Event display of typical e+e —* e^e event
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Figure 20: Tubechamber setup for 1983 Figure 21: Tubechamber setup for 1984

3.2.3 Tubechambers

Information on the charge of a particle is supplied by a set of tubechambers mounted

around the beampipe, see figure 17. It required 4 different configurations until an op-

timal performance was achieved. The two characteristic Setups with 3(4) double layers

of 64-160 tubes per layer used in 1983(84) are shown in figures 20 and 21. All tubes

have the same diameter (5mm), but different lengths. The walls are aluminum (0.08mm

thickness) and a resistive wire is used äs signal wire. Charge division can then be used

to get Information about the position of the signal along the wire. The chambers are

operated in a 'restricted proportional mode' with an Argon-CO2 gas mixture (20%CO2,

\% methane and argon). In principle one could get much higher pulseheights inde-

pendent of the primary ionization by using 'magic gas' (20% isobutane, 4% methylal,

0.25% freon and argon). This gas mixture however tends to disintegrate under radiation

exposure and leads to organic growth on the wires. This in turn limits the operating

voltage and therefore the efficiency. A small fraction of the data used for this onalysis

were taken with this gas mixture (first tubechamber configuration).
Amplifiers mounted at each end of the wire boost and shape the output pulse. From

the ratio of pulse heights on both ends one can infer on the coordinate along the wire

to within 1% - 2% of the chamber length. The resolution in the <p coordinate is about
1° — 2° (from the angular segmentation).

3.2.4 Time of Flight System

In order to get rid of cosmic ray background a time of flight system (TOF) covering 50%

of the upper solid angle (2?r) is installed on the roof of the dryhouse (see figure 22). It
consists of 94 plastic scintillator counters which have ADCs (Analog Digital Converters)
and TDCs (Time to Digital Converters) attached at both ends. This provides both
timing and directional information so that hits in the TOF can be correlated with
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Figure 22: Time of Flight System

particles detected in the main detector. With an average distance from the interaction

point to the TOF of about 3 meters a high energetic particle will need about 10ns. Since

this is much more than the TDC timing resolution a clear Separation between cosmics

and annihilation events is possible.

In addition each of the 20 major triangles of the ball has a TDC äs well äs the füll

ball, the top and the bottom hemisphere.

3.2.5 Flasher System

A light pulser System is used to monitor the performance of the crystal light readout.

To this end light from a Xenon flash lamp is distributed into the photomultipliers of

each crystal with glass fibres. Moreover LEDs are mounted directly on the phototubes.

This System is run at about O.lHz, to be compared to a typical event rate of 5 events

per second.

3.2.6 Luminosity Monitor

In order to convert event rates into cross sections one needs the integrated luminosity

coüected by the experiment. This is accomplished using the well known Bhabha process

(e+e~ —•• e^e" scattering) in two ways.
A small angle luminosity monitor System (see figure 23) is located at about 8° from

the beampipe. It has a very high counting rate since the Bhabha cross section peaks

towards the beamaxis. The P and C counters in the figure are scintillation counters
defining the angular acceptance of the System. The S counters are lead- scintillator

Sandwich and provide a measure of the energy of the electrons and positrons. A logic
connects the Information of these counters such that a tilting of the beam cancels to first

order. The luminosity is calculated by dividing the number of counts in the counteranns
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Figure 23: Small angle Luminosity Monitor

by the acceptance corrected Bhabha cross section (SAB) which is calculated using Monte

Carlo Simulation methods.

A second method to measure the luminosity uses the main detector itself to look for

an e^e~pair scattered at large angles relative to the beam (large angle Bhabha, LAB).
This measurement is more time consuming since the rates are lower and the analysis

has to be done offline.

The precision of the SAB measurement suffers from the dead material (cables etc.)
between interaction point and counters which is difficult to simulate. Therefore the final

luminosity measurement is done using LAB because the acceptance is better known. Tfre

SAB luminosity on the other hand provides a quick online measurement on a run by

run basis which is used to check the performance of the accelerator.

3.2.7 Electronics and Trigger

The signals from the crystal phototubes of the main ball and the endcaps are led to the

controlroom together with signals from the tubechambers, TOF and SAB. The crystal

signals are split to be used foij Integration äs well äs trigger purposes.

The trigger is based on the crystal Information by requiring certain topological and

total energy criteria. The group of nine crystals forming a 'minor triangle' (see figure

18) constitutes a useful geometrical unit. The phototube signals from the crystals of

each minor triangle are summed to form an analog sum of nine (£9). The four minor

triangle sums of a major triangle are also summed (Hae)- All T^9 constitute the total

energy £rotai- This sum does not include endcaps nor tunnefs which are most susceptible
to spurious beam related energy. Some of the triggers have a veto if the tunnel energy
exceeds a certain threshold. The most important triggers for this analysis are given in
table 3, for details see reference 44 .

These triggers (besides ^Totai) require an event to possess certain spacial symmetries
in order to suppress events originating from beam-gas, beam-wall interactions or cosmic

rays. An annihilation event should fulfill approximate momentum balance. Charged
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E TOTAL

NIMTOPO

TOPO 6

#Totai has to exceed 1700 Me V.
This is 100% efficient for the
r — * «7 and r — »• e?r0 search.
£Totai> 800 MeV, energy in
top and bottom hemisphere > 180 MeV
each. Vetoed if sum of energies in the
tunnel exceeds 30 MeV.
-ETotai> 980 MeV, each of the
6 hemispheres must have at least one major
triangle with £36> 150 MeV.

TOPO 20 ! £Totai> 770MeV, each of the
[ 20 hemispheres must have at least one major
j triangle with £36> 150 MeV.

Table 3: Trigger Criteria

particles do not deposit their füll energy in the Crystal Ball detector, but virtually

all of them are at least 'minimum ionizing', corresponding to an energy deposit of at

least 150 MeV. The r leptons under study involve neutrinos which escape detection. It

will however be seen later that the above triggers are still very efficient for reactions
involving T lepton decays.

An additional trigger, the Doris Bunch Marker (DBM) trigger, is used to study beam

related background. Every 107 bunch crossing (i.e. every lOsec) the whole detector is

read out regardless of any of the nbove triggers being set or not. This trigger samples
randomly the spurious background energy present in the interaction region. These

events will be used later to correct Computer simulated 'events' which of course do not

account for this random background.

The integration of the crystal signals is done by two RC circuits per crystal where
one circuit is a factor 20 less sensitive than the other. This increases the sensttivity

for low energies. The more sensitive circuit is called 'low channei' and ranges from

0 to 330 MeV, the other one 'high channel' and covers the ränge up to 6500 MeV. If

none of the trigger criteria is fulfilled the charge on the capacitors decays such that

at the next beam crossing (Ips later) virtually no charge is left. If however one or

more of the trigger criteria are satisfied the capacitor is isolated from the rest of the

System. The voltage on the capacitor is then presented to a 13 bit ADC (SOMHz) once
at a time (controlled by Computer), digitized and stored in a temporary buffer. After
all the signals are digitized the Information is read out by the online Computer (PDP
ll/55t). The tube chamber signals are digitized in an analogous manner (one channel)
by a separate ADC at the same time äs the crystals. On the online Computer these
signals are compressed by suppressing those which are virtually zero (less than 100 keV

over pedestal). The SAB signals go directly into a logic and are scaled there. The
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TOF signals are compressed on the hardware level by an 'intelligent' (Le Croy 2280)

processor and sent to the online Computer äs well.

3.2.8 Calibration

In order to achieve the quoted resolution of

0 2.7%

the crystals have to be caübrated frequently (about every two weeks). The calibration

procedure assumes that the relationship between deposited energy and light Output is

linear (see below for deviations from this linear behaviour). Since we have a low and a

high channel we need a total of 4 constants per crysta] (2 pedestals and 2 slopes). To

get these constants we use a bootstrap approach. After taking pedestals (triggering on

a pulser) a 0.1 mC 137Cs source is placed in the center.of each hemisphere. The reaction

137, !- i 137Ba'
37Ba^7(0.66MeV)

yields a well detined photon line. Such low energy photons tend to deposit all energy in

one single crystal. Here we trigger on groups of nine crystals recording more than \E~,,

since this is the smallest hardware component which we can trigger on.

The next step is similar to the l37Cs calibration except that the photon energy is

higher. A small Van de Graaff generator (450 keV protons impinging onto a fluorine

target) is used to obtain gamma rays of about 6MeV via the reaction

19l 20
Q

7(6.131 MeV)

Now the photon energy is high enough that the shower is no longer contained in a single

crystal. Therefore an iterative process has to be used starting from the l3TCs slopes.

The crystal slopes are then adjusted such that the energy sum including neighboring
crystals peaks at the nominal gamma ray energy.

The final step is to use beam energy electrons from the reaction e~e~ —+ e^e".
The energy of these particles again is spread over more than l crystal and an iterative
procedure similar to the one for the Van de Graaff part has to be invoked. This time
the peak energy has to coincide with the nominal beam energy. This results in the final
calibration constants.
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Up to now we assumed a linear relationship between energy deposit and electronic

response. Looking at the invariant masses of TT° and r\r we find that these are

shifted low by approximately 2%. This can be corrected for by using a smal! empirical

correction, for details see reference [45j.
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4 Datasamples and Production

4.1 Datasamples

The data used for this analysis where taken in Fall 1983 and during 1984. This sample

corresponds to 222k T resonance events (/ L dt a; 22pb~1) and 193k Tf resonance

decays (/ L dt « Glpb'1).

The calculation of the luminosity is already described (chapter 3.2.6) and the number

of resonance decays is determined from the hadronic event sample. Details on the selec-

tion of hadronic events can be found elsewhere [46], The main problem in calculating

the number of resonance decays lies in the subtraction of the nonresonant background

below the resonance (see figures 24). This can be done by comparing hadronic events
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Figure 24: Hadronic cross section vs. CMS energy for T and T'

taken on resonance to those taken off resonance, scaling the luminosities and taldng

into account the energy dependence of the cross section (~ l/S = I/ECMS)- The off

resonance data were taken below the T' at \/S = 9.98 GeV. So the number of observed
T' events s

10.023 ^y.yöj ^resonant

^9.98

with N^|ir°ns being the number of observed hadrons at CMS energy X in GeV, Lx being

the accumulated luminosity. econt is the efficiency for detecting hadrons from continuum

decays (e+c~—»2 quarks —*2 jets) and erMonant is the efficiency for detecting hadrons
from resonance (e^e"—»-3 gluons —»3 jets) production. The number of resonance decays
is related to Nob8erved by

N,

'Analogous for the T
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Details about the determination of ere80nam and econt can be found in reference [46],

The corresponding numbers for the T and T' resonances are summarized in table 4.

We finally find that the error on the number of hadrons is entireiy governed by the

J L dt

Hadrona

T'

(61
(193±15)fc

Table 4: Luminosities and number of resonance decays for T and T'

error of €r„on&nt/€com- These numbers depend on the Simulation of the quark and gluon
fragmentation in the processes e^e'— *2 quarks — *2 jets and e^e~— »T or T' — -3 gluons

— »3 jets äs well äs the Simulation of the detector response.

4.2 Offline Production

The purpose of the so called 'production1 is to convert the raw Information (ADC and

TDC counts recorded on tape) into meaningful quantities (energies, pulseheights, timing

information) and to attempt a prelimmary Identification of particles. The Standard

procedure described below consists of 6 steps.

First the 'ENERGY' step converts raw ADC counts of the crystals into energies using

the calibration (pedestais and slopes, see chapter 3.2.8). The low channel saturates at

7000 counts. This corresponds to 350 counts in the high channel due to the factor 20

difference in sensitivity of both channels, see chapter 3.2.7. Therefore:

- (^HighChannel ~ ^Hc) x SlopeHC if CnighChannel > 350

- -PLc) x SlopCLC if CHighChanncl < 350

where C denotes the number of ADC counts, P the pedestal and Slope the slope for

this individual crystal.

A second step. "CONREG1, tries to identify energy clusters within the detector by

searching for groups of crystals (£"cryatai > lOMeV) which form a contiguous set called
connected region. A crystal belongs to a contiguous set if it shares a vertex or a face

with an other crystal of this set. Figure 25 shows an event with connected regions

indicated.
These connected regions however might contain energy contributions from various

nearby particles. Therefore an empirical algorithm called 'BUMPS' looks for local
maxima in the energy distribution of each connected region. Based on Monte Carlo
studies it tries to distinguish between statistical fluctuations and maxima caused by
particles. First the highest energy crystal is labelled a bump and the 3 nearest neighbors

are associated with it (see figure 26 for definition of these 3 crystals). .Eßump is the
energy sum of the bump module and these 3 neighbors. Additional crystals within this
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Figure 26: Group of neighbor crystals, indicated is the center crystal and outlined are
the 3 nearest neighbors.

connected region are associated with this bump, if

£cry8tal < Sßump * 0.72<T9 4< '-«"^ and 15° < 0 < 45°

or
e< 15°

where © is the angle between the centers of the bump module and the crystal under

investigation.

The unassociated crystal with the highest energy is called the next bump and the

procedure is repeated until all crystals in the connected region are distributed. The

dark shaded crystals in figure 25 represent bump modules. Each bump is considered to

represent a particle in the detector.

In a fourth analysis step, 'CHGTKS', the tubechamber Information is used to distin-
guish between charged and neutral particles and to improve the directional Information

for charged particles. First the raw tubechamber Information (pulseheights at each end
of a tube) is converted into o and z coordinates (z from the ratio of pulse heights at each

end). Then a searching algorithm tries to construct trajectories from the tubechamber

Information alone by fitting hits to a straight line. These trajectories are required to
originate from the beam line (x=y=0) and a z-vertex of —llcm < z < llcm. The
later requirement is very loose since the vertex is gaussian distributed with width 1.5
cm, see chapter 3.1. If there are at least 3 hits which can be fit this is called an 'IR'
track, since it supposingly originales from the interaction region. IR tracks pointing
to a bump module are then associated with this bump and the particle direction from
the chambers is used. The remaining hits in the chamber are used to tag bumps äs
charged. Looking through the bumps a small window in <j> and z is used to search for
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hits. If there are at least 2 hits in this window the bump is called charged (the direction

is determined by the center of the bump module).
In the so called 'ESORT' step final energy assignments are made for the bumps. A

Standard method for estimating the energy deposited by a track is the energy sum of

the bump and its 12 surrounding neighbors, £i3(see figure 26), corrected for two eflfects.

First there will be some energy leaking out of £13, It is found from Bhabha events to
be 2.2%6 ,to first order independent of energy due to the pyramidal geometry of the

detector. Secondly the energy fraction contained in £13 will depend on the particles

entry point into the crystal. Particles entering near a crystal border will loose more

energy in the dead material (wrapping etc.) and the region outside the 12 neighbors

than a particle entering in the center. This position correction 'PCORR' is based on
the ratio of energy in the bump and £13 using empirical factors from Bhabha scattered

beam energy electrons.
The direction for non 'IR' tracks is based on the expected shape of energy depositions

for Monte Carlo photons. Each bump is subdivided into 16 submodules (for calculational

purposes). Going through these 16 possible submodules the one which yields the least

difference between expected and observed shape of energy deposition is found. The
direction cosines of this submodule are then assigned to this bump.

Finally an attempt is made to disentangle the energies of overlapping energy de-

positions. Modules within £13 might belong to more than l shower, thus resulting in

a double counting of energies. This can be corrected for by using empirical shower

functions.

The final step is the time of flight (TOF) analysis. Hits in the roof TOF System are

associated with particle trajectories. This timing Information can be used to single out
events onginating from cosmic rays 7. Details can be found in reference [50].

With all this information available a preselection (EOTAP) is done, using very loose

cuts to single out events which are of no interest (e.g. very high energetic cosmics or

extremly asymmetric beam-gas events). Using Monte Carlo methods is can be shown

that only a negligible fraction of the events which are of interest in this work is rejected

by this preselection. 10% of the events not passing any of the criteria are kept for
checking purposes.

In principle this could be accounted for in the calibration procedure.

A cosmic rays passes first the TOF, then the interaction region thus having a negative timing. A
particle coming from the vertex on the other hand has a positive timing.
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5 The Decay T, T' —*• ^X —*• ^rr

5.1 Analysis

5.1.1 Introduction

The importance of finding a Higgs boson, one of the last missing building blocks of

the Standard model, has already been emphasized in chapter 2. The decay of the T äs

well äs the T' into such a relatively heavy object by emission of a photon is the most

sensible way to look for this particle if its mass should lie below the T or T' . Limits

and predictions for the Higgs mass were already discussed in chapter 2.
There are two principle ways to perform this search. In the inclusive photon spec-

trum one looks for photons in a hadronic environment, without investigating detailed

features of particles in the remainder of the event. On the other hand one can do

an exclusive search by identifying all particles in the final state, thus providing not

only Information about the mass of the produced object (using the photon energy) but

also about its decays. A serious drawback of the latter method is the lower detection

efficiency since all particles have to be identified äs unambiguously äs possible. The

inclusive approach would catch the decays

Higgs —> cc —*• Hadrons, (c = charmed quark)

the exclusive
Higgs -*• Tf

For a model with one Higgs doublet these two decay rates scale roughly äs 3:1, since the

masses of c and T are roughly equal and the cc mode has an extra factor 3 enhancement

due to color.
Though the exclusive analysis will sufFer from low detection efficiency it will have less

uncertainties. The fragmentation of c quarks into hadrons is fairly model dependent,

while the r decays are well known (see references [28| and [29]). Moreover a search
for 77 f final states has a wellknown background from conventional r pair production

corrected for bremsstrahlung of the initial state electrons (see appendix B). This process

can be used to check the selection procedure because the final photon spectrum has to
match this QED prediction in shape and magnitude. The inclusive search on the other
hand does not allow for such a check, since the observed photons come from all sorts of
reactions (T ^3 gluons, 7 + 2 gluons, continuum 2 quark production ...) , all of these

reaction having considerable theoretical uncertainties (see reference 47]).
Finally there is the possibility, äs already indicated in chapter 2 that the Higgs has

a very large branching ratio into T leptons. There the "yrf final state provides the only

way to search for this particle.
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The Crystal Ball being a nonraagnetic detector does not have a very good Identi-

fication for charged nonshowering particles (see appendix A), but it does rather well
for photons and electrons. Therefore in the following we will limit ourselves to decays

of the T lepton into l charged particle and up to 2 neutrals. Fortunately about 87%

of the r decays are of this type (see chapter 2). Moreover we will only keep events of

the type r -+ e i/e i/r and T —* ß i7^ i/r for this search. This results in a quite distinct

signature (it is also the classical signatuie which led to the discovery of the r lepton, see

reference [7]) with an electron on one (including some misidentified interacting pions,

see appendix A) and a muon on the other side (including some misidentified minimum

ionizing pions) besides a photon. The electron äs well äs the muon will tend to follow

the direction of fiight of the r, therefore the leptons will be well separated äs long äs the

Higgs mass is not too low. This ensures a high detection efficiency since the particles

will not tend to overlap.

5.1.2 Preselection

The input dataset for this selection is the Output of EOTAP, äs described in chapter

4.2. The data represent all of our 1984 T running äs well äs the Fall 1983/Spring

1984 T' data (for the corresponding luminosities see section 4.1). The purpose of the

preselection (which will be the basis for the 3 following analyses) described below is to

isolate clean events of low multiplicity. Cleanlyness means that the amount of spurious

beam reiated energy in the detector is small. Events resulting from a partial loss of

beam tend to deposit a lot of energy preferentially in the endcaps and tunnel regions. A

low multiplicity is required to separate rf like events from 3 giuon or quark-antiquark
type events. In addition there has to be a candidate for a photon and at least 2 charged

particles (from both T leptons decaying into l charged particle each).

The cuts imposed and the fraction of events passing the subsequent cuts is given in

table 5. 'Separated' in criterion 5 means that there is no other track (£13 > 100MeV)

within an angle cos©> 0.9. The above criteria also apply for the T selection, except
requiring at least l IR track instead of 2 charged tracks in criterion 4 and £13> 100 MeV

in criterion 5.

In the following we will justify these cuts. Requiring at least 2 connected regions

is fairly redundant but it rejects a lot of events at an early stage of the analysis thus

saving CPU time. The cut on endcap energy can be understood by studying DBM
triggered events. These events should only have random noise in them, see figure 27.
The restriction on tracks within cos 0 < 0.84 requires the tracks to be contained
inside the main ball (not in tunnel cystals). This ensures a good energy measurement
from £13 since tracks in tunnel crystals tend to loose energy leaking into the tunnels.

The requirement of no track with £13> 0.85 x -Eßeam is designed to reject most of the
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cut
Input from preselection
1

3
4
5

6

> 2 connected regions
No endcap with £Energy> 100 MeV
within cos6j < 0.84 :
No track with £is> 0.85 x Ee^m
> 2 charged tracks £13> 100 MeV
> 1 gamma, neutral, £13^ 50 MeV,
Standard patterncut, separated.
2-4 tracks (£is> 100 MeV) besides
gamma äs defined in 5

Output

T
3625787

82%

66%
26%
12%

4.8%

172486

T'
8824289

74%

67%
10%
4.2%

3.0%

263831

Table 5: Preselection criteria and transmission of subsequent cuts
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Figure 27: Energy in the endcaps for DBM events.
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e+e and e+e 7 final states from Bhabha scattering. This is demonstrated in figure
28. The electron energy spectrum is generated by a Monte Carlo generator for this

process (reference [55]) with the behaviour of the final state particles in the detector

being simulated (for details see appendix B).
The following cuts are designed to single out the low multiplicity topology. The

energy distribution for minimum ionizing 8 particles in the Cr^stal Ball detector is

shown in figure 29. Therefore the requirement of at least 2 charged particles with £13>

100 MeV is a reasonable choice to reject all-neutral events from 2 photon interactions
which otherwise would represent a major background. In addition there has to be at

least one well defined photon with more than 50 MeV energy being tagged äs neutral

by the tubechambers and passing a Standard patterncut. This patterncut resulted from

studies of Monte Carlo photons, One realizes that photons have a characteristic ränge
in the variables f*- and ^-, whereas e.g. minimum ionizing particles occupy a different

ränge in these variables (for a definition of EI, £4 and £13, see figure 26, for details on

pattercuts appendix A). Allowing for 2-4 particles with E13> 100MeV besides photons
äs defined above ensures the low multiplicity nature of the preselected sample.

5.1.3 Final Selection

In this final step we will try to select the events originating from the reaction under
investigation, To this end we have to develop criteria which on the one hand suppress
events from background processes äs much äs possible and on the other hand have a
high efficiency for the ones we search for.

Therefore the preselected data are analyzed according to cuts designed to select

8 An charged particle which has enough kinetic energy to transverse the ball will depoait at least this
energy, for details see reference J49J.
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T, T' —* iX —> ITT. A first look at the total energy of the data at this stage compared

to a Monte Carlo Simulation of T pair production (see figures 30 and 31) shows that it
is overwhelmed by non "/rf type background. In figure 32 we display the same quantity

for data where the e^and e "beams are separated using an electric field such that the

two bunches miss each other at the interaction point by äs 1mm in the vertical direction.

This reveals that the background at low .E-Totai is not due to e+e~ annihilation processes.

In the following we will show that this excess at low #Totai is probably caused by

beam-wall (with wall we denote the beampipe) and/or beam-gas interactions. Beam-

gas interactions are characterized by a zero vertex in the x — y plane (perpendicular

to the beamaxis, in the following p = \/x2 -r y2) and a flat distribution in the z-vertex

(along the beam), for a comparison of the z-vertex for e~e~annihilation events and
separated beam data see figures 33 and 34 9. Beam-wall events have in addition a

nonzero p vertex and p will cluster at the radius of the beam pipe. Our Standard

Software however (see chapter 4.2, charged tracking and tagging) can reconstruct a

nonzero z-vertex, but assumes a zero p radius ('onaxis tracking'). Therefore a special
routine was used ('TAGTRK') ;50 which is able to perform offaxis tracking in a low

multiplicity environment. It uses the tubechamber Information ( z and <p) together

with the directional Information from the energy depositions of two charged tracks.
For a given z and p vertex we can extrapolate the 2 particle trajectories through the

chambers. Varying the z and p vertices äs well äs the impact point of both particles

within their bump modules we can optimize the correlation of tubechamber hits with

particle trajectories. Figures 35, 36 and 37 show an offaxis (beam wall) event which

is tracked onaxis (by Standard Software) and offaxis (by TAGTRK) together with an

onaxis event.
With this tool at hand we can try to distinguish events from e^e~ annihilation

against events from beam-gas and/or beam-wall interactions. In figures 33, 34, 38 and

39 we show the z and p vertex distributions for colliding beam and separated beam

data. A scatterplot of the total energy versus z and p vertex (figures 40 and 41) shows

clearlv that the accumulation at low total energy comes from beam-wall and beam-gas

type events in the colliding beam sample. So it would be suggestive to cut in the z and p

vertices to get rid of this sort of background reactions. The z-vertex distribution (figure

33) however shows a beam-gas contribution (flat distributed) under the e+e~annihilation
part (gaussian distributed). Smce this cannot be subtracted it would be helpful to have
an additional variable which is sensitive to non e+e~annihilation events. Such a quantity

is
720

££ = ££* sin2 0,-
i=i

In figures 42, 43 and 44 we display E\s for colliding and separated beam

°The spikes at Gern correspond to the cases where no z-vertex can be reconstructed by the Software.
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Figure 35: Offaxis event tracked onaxis Figure 36: Offaxis event tracked offaxis

3

Figure 37: Onaxis event tracked onaxis
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data

Figure 39: p vertex for separated beam
data

data äs well äs Monte Carlo data. Scatterplots of E? versus the z and p vertices show a

high correlation between low E$> values and beam-gas/beam-wall type z and p vertices
(see figures 45 and 46).

The criteria for the final selection together with the fraction of events passing the

subsequent cuts are given in table 6. In the above cuts a neutral particle is identified
äs a TT° if

Shcwer mass > MeV and 400 MeV < ]T < 2000 MeV

These criteria come from figures 93, 94 in appendix A. The chance for merging of the two

photons into one deposition of energy is negligible for £13< 400 MeV and the algorithm

cannot distinguish a photon from a TT° above £i3> 2000 MeV.

In the following we will comment on these cuts. Requiring a total energy of less
than 8GeV is clearly justified by comparing figures 30 and 31. The data show some

remnant enhancement at twice the beam energy. These events probably originate from

e+e--*e^e'(7) or 6^-^-77(7). Allowing for no track in the tunnel region (with £13>

100 MeV) ensures that there is no contribution from high multiplicity decays of the r

lepton (e.g. T -* 7T7r°7r0) which could pollute the photon spectrum with gammas from TT°

decays. This is supplemented by requiring exactly 2 charged tracks with £13 > 150 MeV.

Cuts 4-7 define the final state topology. Cutting at £is> 500 MeV for the electron
resembles a trade off between C/TT Separation and electron detection efficiency, The
spectrum of electron energies from r decays recorded in the detector (see figure 47) would
suggest äs low a cut off äs possible. For low electron energies however the background

from pions passing the electron criteria Starts to increase rapidly. This in turn pollutes
the photon spectrum via TTOS from the most probable r decay, T" -t- p yr -» TT TT° i/r.

This would be a very serious background due to the high production rate for r pairs.
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Figure 40: Total energy versus z vertex for colliding beam data

Figure 41: Total energy versus p vertex for colliding beam data
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Figure 45: E\s z vertex (colliding beams)

Figure 46: E\s p vertex (colliding beams)
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cut
Input from preselection
1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

£Totai< 8GeV
No track in tunnel with £is> 100 MeV
2 charged tracks £13> 150 MeV
1 electron, charged, £i3> 500 MeV,
Standard patterncut.
1 muon, charged, 150 MeV < £13< 350MeV,
minimum ionizing patterncut.
Trigger Simulation
1 gamma, neutral, not a merged TT°
no TT
exactly 3 tracks with £13> 50 MeV
in cos 0 < 0.84
E$ > 0.2 GeV2

No offaxis tracking äs of TAGTRK
Output

T
172486
99%
69%
14%

0.38%
0.37%
0.15%
0.13%

0.11%
0.074%
0.067%

T'
263831
99%
75%
40%

0.56%
0.54%
0.23%
0.21

0.16%
0.089%
0.070%

115 184

Table 6: Final selection criteria and transmission of subsequent cuts

The muon definition is Standard (see appendix A) with a % 30% pion contamination

from non interacting pions. There is however no way to avoid this misidentification
since the Crystal Ball detector has no muon identification System. The gamma finally

must not be consistent with originating from a TT° with both photons being merged to

a single energy deposition (details in 7T°/7 Separation in appendix A). This is another
cut against the above mentioned background of r-+pi/T.

The cut off at 50 MeV for additional tracks in the main detector proofs to be un-

critical from DBM trigger studies, see figure 48 where we display the typical energy of

tracks in DBM events. The final two cuts on E? and onaxis tracking where already
justified above. The cut value for £f. can be read off figures 42, 44 and 43.

Finally the trigger Simulation ensures that the Monte Carlo simulated data are

treated the same way the real data are. The thresholds in the criteria appUed are set
slightiy higher than for the actual data taking in order to be on the safe side. If the

trigger criteria would be less restrictive than the actual trigger we would pass Monte
Carlo events which would never have been triggered on in the real world.

This analysis leaves us with a final sample of 115 events for the T and 184 events

for the T data. Physics results from this sample will be deferred until after discussing
how the acceptance for the reaction under investigation is calculated.
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5«2 Acceptance Studies

5.2.1 Monte Carlo Studies

The Crystal Ball Monte Carlo consists of two subsequent steps, STEPl generating the
4-vectors for the reaction under investigation and STEP2 simulating the response of
the various detector components. For this analysis we need to simulate the following

reactions:

• T, T'

• e • e

(for various masses of X)

(inital state bremsstrahlung)

We need the first reaction to calculate the efficiency for finding events of this type. The
second one will allow us to check whether the observed background photon spectrum

can be explained by conventional T pair production (in shape and magnitude). Details

on both generators and STEP2 can be found in appendix B. To make the output of
STEP2 look like reaJ data EOTAP (see chapter 4.2) was applied. In addition the
Information from beam related background has to be added, since the Simulation does

not account for that. This is accomplished by addmg to each Monte Carlo event the
crystal energy information of a DBM event (from a sample selected proportional to
luminosity), so called 'DBM merging'. This datasample is then subjected to the same

analysis programs äs the data.
Due to differences in the tubechamber performance for Simulation and data the

detection efficiencies have to be corrected. Probabilities for a charged particle to be
identified äs charged by the Software can be found for Monte Carlo data by using the

STEPl information. Starting from a particle found in the detector we search for the
generated track which is closest. A Monte Carlo tubechamber efficiency is then defined

by:
Number of identified charged MC tracks seen in detector

Number of generated charged MC tracks
On the other hand we can find a tubechamber efficiency for data by looking into events
of the type e ~ e ~ — *e"e~ and e " e ~ — ̂ fj.~fj,~. Selecting such events allows a determination
of

Tubachamber _ Number of charged tracks seen in detector
€°ata ~ 2 x number of events10

The first reaction has to be corrected for contributions from e+e~— "77 using Monte
Carlo methods, We can also ask how many neutral tracks are misidentified äs charged.
This misidentification results from random hits in the tubechambers and from photons
converting into an e^e~pair in the material of the beampipe or the tubechambers. This
conversion probability amounts to about 10% leading to ss 6% of the neutrals to be found

10 Since there are 2 tracks per event.
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T
Charged particle,
identified charged
Neutra] particle,
identified neutral

97% (96%)

(97±0.5)%

T'

94% (93%)

(94±0.5)%

0.030

0.025

0.020

0.015

0.010

Table 7: Tubechamber efficiencies
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Figure 49: Detection efficiency for
T —* iX —*• irr? äs function of the pho-
ton energy

Figure 50: Detection efficiency for
T' —*• ~fX —*• 7rf äs function of the pho-
ton energy

äs charged. This difference is due to the fact that a conversion in the last layer of the
tubechambers would not lead to an Identification äs charged, but is included in the 10%.

For Monte Carlo data this is done analogous to the charged case, for data using a sample
of photons from -p production of the f-meson (f—*7r°7r°). A compilation of the relevant

numbers can be found in table 7. The numbers are for e^e~-+e+e~, in parentheses

are those for e^e"—*^+/z~. These numbers however can only be used for corrections to

the detection efficiency if the tubechamber efficiency proofs to be independent of the

particle type and momentum. Table 7 already shows a small difference between beam

energy electrons and muons. We estimate the Variation in efficiency over the whole

ränge of particle types and energies to be less than ±5%.

Taking the Monte Carlo samples after DEM merging and EOTAP, corrected for
difFerent tubechamber efficiencies, leads to the detection emciencies of figures 49 and 50.
The decreasing efficiency at low photon energies is mostly due to the photon recognition,
since we require the photon to pass a Standard pattern cut. The emciencies are so low

due to the small branching fraction of rr—*-e p (+ neutrinos) of ÄS 6.3%.

5.2.2 Systematic Effects

There are various sources for systematic uncertainties:
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• Tubechamber efficiencies (data and Monte Carlo)

• Monte Carlo Simulation of detector response

• Number of hadrons (see chapter 4.1)

Concerning the tubechamber efficiency in the data, subtraction of the 77 contamination
yields an uncertainty of 5% due to the uncertainty in the Monte Carlo calculatron of

both processes (fi+e~-+e+e"and e+e~—"77). This uncertainty does not originale on

the generator level, but at the stage of recognition in the detector (both processes are

strongly peaked forward). The Variation of ionization for different particles amounts to

another 5%(see above). Finally a statistical error due to a limited Monte Carlo data

sample for these studies amounts to 0.5%. Simulating the detector response induces an

overall estimated error of 10%. This is mostly due to uncertainties in the Simulation

of hadrons and to imperfections in defining the detector components (e.g. multiple

scattering and energy loss in the beampipe and tubechambers is not included.), for

details see appendix B. Finally the number of hadrons is known only up to ±7.5% ( see

chapter 4.1) due to uncertainties in the detection efficiency for hadrons.
Adding all these errors in quadrature n yields a total systematic error of

^systematic — 14%

5.3 Physics Results

In this section we will present the final photon spectrum for 7e/x final states. For the

T decays the minimum photon energy is 100 MeV (50MeV for the Tf ).
Since we do not observe significant signals we will convert these spectra into upper

Hznits for the reaction T, T' —* 7 A" —<• -/rf—* 7eji(+neutrmos). Figures 51, 52, 53 and 54

show these spectra for 21.8pb~l T and 37.2p6~l T' decays together with an equivalent

of 2lApb~l T and 25.Spb~l T' Monte Carlo data for the reaction e*e~—*7rf. In table
8 we compare the number of events for data and Monte Carlo. The later are corrected

for different tubechamber efficiencies in data and Monte Carlo äs well äs luminosities.

Corrections for r pairs from T, T',... decays are also applied. The resonance decays
contribute 'photons' to the spectra which are either misidentified merged TT°S or gam-

mas from open TT°S. This latter contribution is evaluated using Monte Carlo methods.

Comparing the spectra for data and Monte Carlo for T and T' we observe that they
agree well in shape (both are approximately flat on a logarithmic scale due to the l/k
nature of photons from initial state bremsstrahlung)- Table 8 on the other hand shows
an agreement (within errors) also in magnitude„ Thus we conclude that the observed

events of the type 76^ are consistent with originating from direct T pair production.
Observing no obvious monochromatic photon line (figure 55 shows Monte Carlo expec-

uThis is justified assuming these errors to be gaussian and uncorrelated.
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Figure 53: Photon energy for -ye^ final
states, T Monte Carlo
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Figure 54: Photon energy for ^eju final
states, T' Monte Carlo
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T
T'

data
115±11
184±14

Monte Carlo
114x11 ±16
174±13 ±24

Table 8: Number of events for "ftfj, final state. The errors are statistical and systematical
respectively.
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Figure 55: Photon energy distribution Monte Carlo events, T, '
various masses X (9.4 GeV - 7.2 GeV)

for

tations for various masses of X) we convert the photon spectra into an upper Iimit for

the existence of the reaction T, T' —t- ^X — * ^rf . To this end we perform for each pho-

ton energy a fit (maximum likelihood, see appendix C) to the photon spectra, assuming

a gaussian signal of known width ( ) a ^ , äs of figure 55) and variable amplitude

on top of a flat background. With the background parameters fixed to the values of

maximum likelihood we vary the amplitude from essentially -oo to +00. The amplitude
A0 for which (L = likelihood, A = amplitude)

Mu • r+oo

/ L(A)dA = 0.9 / L(A)dA
Jo JQ

\s defined äs the upper Iimit at 90% confidence level. In figures 56 and 57 we display

the upper limits for T and T' , corrected for efficiency and divided by the number of
hadrons äs function of the mass X in T, T' -+iX -* -jrf.

The upper limits for the T are about a factor 2 lower than those for the T' since
the resonant production cross section is higher for the T , see chapter 4.1, figure 24.
Therefore the number of QE0 (background) events per resonance event turns out to be
3 times higher at the Tp .

For example we can rule out a heavy object of mass X = 8.3 GeV decaying into a T
pair in radiative T decays with a branching ratio BR < l x 10~3 at a 90% confidence
level.
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6 The Decays r —> 67 and r

6.1 Analysis

6.1.1 Introduction

The two reactions under investigation, r —* e^ and T —* e7r°; though not forseen in the

Standard model are predicted by various composite model theories. Possible mechanisms

for such decays were already discussed in chapter 2. Since both decay modes are very

similar in their topology (a TT° is light on the scale of a beam energy T lepton) we will
discuss them together.

In principle there are two possible ways to look for such reactions in r pair decays.

First one can identify all final state particles and therefore proof that there was a

conventional decay of one of the r leptons. In the decay of the other r lepton one

can then try to search for the reactions under investigation. This method however

suffers badly from efficiency Problems since the r lepton Identification in the Crystal

Ball detector looks onjy feasible in r—"e v<,vr and - — f j . i7^L/ r .

Therefore we choose a semi inclusive method. By using the preselected data sample

of the 7-Y — -/rf (see chapter 5.1.2) analysis we start from a low multiplicity (T

pair like) environment (for the criteria of this preselection see table 5). The r lepton,
which decays conventional, is not analyzed further and the decays T —*• 07 and r —* e7r° of
the second r are characterized by their peculiar topology. This approach is supported
by Monte Carlo studies of the decay kinematics which lead to a good Separation of

both r leptons. Therefore in most of the cases the conventional T decay products
will be confined to one halfsphere and the other halfsphere can be searched for the
unconventional decay.
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Figure 58: Cos(angle) between gamma and electron versus cos(angle) between gamma
and others

6.1.2 Selection of r —*• e^

In order to develop selection criteria we generate Monte Carlo events according to

e*e~ —- r1r2 TI —f conventional modes
TZ —*• e~t or TI —*> e7T0

for details of the generation see appendix B. Already at the generator level (STEPl) we

recognize some important features. In figure 58 we show the angle between the gamma

and the electron from T —*• e^ versus the angle between the gamma and decay products of

the other r which decays conventional. We observe a clear correlation between electron

and gamma. This suggests to require an electron and a gamma without other particles

in a halfsphere defined by the gamma direction. This cut is indicated in figure 58 by

the dotted line.

A major background arises from radiative Bhabha events

The photon and one of the electrons will be in one halfsphere and the second electron

will fake a conventional T decay which is not analyzed further. Most of these events

can be rejected by a cut in the total energy, since this type of events should deposit

the whole CMS energy in the detector in contrast to the T leptons where the neutrinos

carry away a substantial fraction of the energy. In figure 59 we display the total energy
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Figure 60: Energy C13) of beamenergy Monte Carlo electrons

for events with one electron and one gamma in one halfsphere. A clear accumulation at

twice the beam energy is visible.
There are events however where the energy of one of the final state particles is not

measured correctly. This effect is called leakage 12 and results from fluctuations in the

shower development, decreasing the Containment of energy in the detector. This is

ilhistrated by figure 60 displaying the energy distribution (£13) for beam energy Monte
Carlo electrons. The tail towards low energies is due to this leakage effect. The total
energy of such events will be substantially lower than the CMS energy. To reject these
we calculate the opening angle of the two electrons in their restframe 0" (the boost of
this frame is given by the photon energy). For radiative Bhabhas this angle should be
180°. Indeed we observe a spike in this quantity (figure 6l) which is only found much
smaller in the Monte Carlo Simulation of T —* e"y and T —> e7r°, see figure 62.

12 For a detailed discussion of this effect see reference [49l
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Figure 62: Cos(Opening angle) of the
2 electrons in their restframe, Monte
Carlo

For events where one electron misses a lot of energy due to leakage 0° will not

be exactly 180° since the particle momentum used in the Lorentz transformation is too

small. These events are finally rejected if they can be fit kinematically to the hypothesis

(leaving the two electron energies free) with a confidence level of more than 10% (see

section 6.1.3 for detajls).

In the following we will describe (in table 9) and discuss the selection criteria used.
We start from the preselected data sample äs of chapter 5.1.2. This sample contains low

multiplicity (Tr like events). In cuts 1-4 we isolate events with at least one photon and

one lepton. At this stage we still keep the events with l muon äs well äs with l electron
for technical reasons. We require that there is no other particle (£13> SOMeV) in this

halfsphere. This is justified by the strong correlation between electron and photon (see

figure 58).

Comparing the total energy at this stage (see figure 59) with the Monte Carlo predic-
tion in figure 63 I3 shows that we can reject a lot of background from radiative Bhabha

events by requiring the total energy to be less than 8 GeV. On the other hand the lower

bound on £-rotai should be about ^Beam» since the total energy of the decay products
from r —> e^ should be seen in the detector.

The next two cuts are designed to reject events from conventional T pair production.
The peculiar topology of the decays under study with high energetic energy depositions

in the ball yields high values of ET (ET = Et7=i E\ ®») an<* ET t35 defined in chapter
5.1.3). For a comparison of data and Monte Carlo prediction see figures 64 and 65 for

13The clustering at £"Beaniia due to events where the T which decays conventional is lost. The decay
products of r — e^ deposit ^Bram-
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cut
Input from preselection

1

2

3

4

o
A

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

within cos 0 < 0.84 :
> 1 gamma, neutral, £i3> 500 MeV,
Standard patterncut.

> 1 electron, charged, £i3> 500 MeV,
Standard patterncut or > 1 muon
> 1 gamma with no track His> 50 MeV
in same halfsphere besides e or p
> l gamma with exactly 1 lepton in same
halfsphere
Trigger Simulation
> 1 electron
4500 MeV< £Totai< 8000 MeV
ET > 1250 MeV
ET > 2 Ge V2

^Debria/^Total < 0.1

1 gamma, no 7r°
Opening angle cosÖ" > -0.998
for 2 charged, 1 gamma events:
confidence level for kinematic fit
CL < 10%

Tf

554504

5.0%

2.0%

1.1%
1.1 %
0.61 %
0.21 %
0.053 %
0.043 %
0.035 %
0.034 %
0.016 %

0.011 %
Output 60

Table 9: Selection criteria for the decay r
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Figure 63: Total energy for T —* c^, Monte Carlo prediction
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Figure 67: ET for Monte Carlo

ET and figu-.-es 66 and 67 for E}. It is suggestive to cut at the values given in table 9,

In a next step we want to keep only clean events. Clean means that there should not

be too much extra energy outside energy depositions from particles (so called debris). A

particle should deposit most of its energy in a group of 13 crystals (£13)» see chapter 4.2.

Therefore the fraction of energy outside these groups of 13 crystals is a measure for the

cleanlyness of an event. We show the fraction Eoebm/ETotai in figures 68 and 69 for

data and Monte Carlo respectively. An excess can be seen for the data, thus we cut at

10% debris energy. Note that the £13 which enters the energy sum is not corrected by
PCORR (see chapter 4.2), since we want to have the energy deposited and not the best
measure for the particle energy.

The photon candidate is required to be inconsistent with a TTO. This is again done

products of T —* «7 deposit £ßeam-
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Figure 69: Debris energy for r
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by using the shower mass and requiring (see chapter 5.1.3)

E is
Shower mass >

4000
MeV and 400 MeV < 2^ < 2000 MeV

13

The two final cuts where already discussed above.

6.1.3 Kinematic Fitting

A kinematic fit uses the constraints of four momentum conservation (£To<ai= ECMS,
pTotai= pTotai= pTotai= Q) to improve the measured values (E, 9, $, m) of each final

state particle. This is accomplished by minimizing a x~ under these constraints for each

particle. This x2 is defined äs

n Z
-meaaured

.'=1 j=

where Xj denotes the variables (E, ©, $) for each of the n final state particles and a

are the measurement errors of these variables. A confidence level which is a measure for

the event to originale from the reaction assumed. can then be defined äs (n D = number

of degrees of freedom)

C L = f°dx2P„D(x2)
J

where 'IIS this particular event and

the probability density function 14. For gaussian distributed measurement errors it can
be shown that the confidence level should be distributed flat between 0% and 100%.

14For a derivation and further details see reference [5l].
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T —* 67 Monte Carlo events
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Figure 72: Confidence level distribution for data

Figure 70 displays this distribution for r —* «7 Monte Carlo events. These events

cannot be fit to the hypothesis e*e~ —»• e~e~ 7, therefore we observe a clustering at

low confidence level. Figure 71 on the other hand shows the confidence level (CL)

distribution for Monte Carlo simulated radiative Bhabha events. These can be fitted

to the hypothesis e+e~ -* e+«~ 7, leading to a flat CL distribution. In figure 72 we

finally show the CL distribution for the events under investigation. Here we observe a

flat component which is probably due to radiative Bhabhas. In order to reject these we
require a CL < 10% for our analysis,

The fits were performed leaving both electron energies free to avoid an influence of

leakage. This can be done since the kinematic fit is fourfold overconstrained due to four

momentum conservation ( regarding the two electron momenta äs free variables results

in a problem which is still twofold overconstrained).
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cut
Input from preselection

1
within IcosB < 0.84 :
> 1 TT°, neutral, £is> 500 MeV,
shower mass > 80 MeV

o

2

4

> l electron, charged, Eis> 500 MeV,
Standard patterncut or > 1 muon
> 1 7T°with no track £13> 50 MeV
in same halfsphere besides e or \JL
> 1 7r°with exactly 1 lepton in same
halfsphere

5 , Trigger Simulation
6 > l electron
7 ! 4500 MeV < £Totai< 8000 MeV
8 ET > 1250 MeV
9
10

T'
263831

3.8%

1.3%

0.65%
0.64%
0.42%
0.17%
0.053%

El > 2 GeV2 | 0.039%
-EDebrifl/-^Total < 0-1

11 ; 1 7T°
i

12 Opening angle cos©' > -0.998
Output

0.025%
0.021%
0.017%
44

Table 10: Selection criteria for the decay T —* e7r°

G.1.4 Selection of T -> e7r°

The selection for this channel follows in its main characteristics the one for r —* 67.

Again the selection criteria are motivated by a Monte Carlo Simulation of the process.

The strong correlation between electron and TT° is again present. The background from

radiative Bhabha events is easier to handle in this case, since we require a 7r° in the event.

Here we define it (since the 2 photons will be merged into a single energy deposition)

by its showermass

Shower mass > 80 MeV

This cut is motivated by looking at this variable versus 7T°energy, figure 93 in appendix

A. Almost all TT°S are kept with this cut and the photon contamination Starts only above

2 GeV to become serious. The other cuts are kept äs in T —> e^ besides leaving out the

kinematic fit since the background of radiative Bhabha events is already very low at
this point (mostly due to the TT° requirement).

In table 10 we give the selection criteria together with their transmission rates.
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Figure 73: Invariant mass of electron
and gamma, data

6.2 Physics Results

6.2.1 The Dccay r -* e^

In figure 73 we show the electron gamma invariant mass spectrum for 60.6P6"1 T' data.
We would expect a signal to look like the one of figure 74 where we display the electron
gamma invariant mass for a Monte Carlo Simulation. We observe that the fit to figure
74 gives a peak position with an eiror which is due to the statistical fluctuations of
the spectram. Therefore later on we will have to calculate the upper Hmit considering
this uncertainty. We fit the data to a smooth (linear) background plus a gaussian with
fixed width and position (äs of figure 74) of variable amplitude. In analogy to the

T. T' —- 7„Y —»• -yrf analysis we integrate the likelihood function (äs a function of the
amplitude) up to 90% to get an upper limlt at 90% confidence level on the amplitude.

Since the expected peak position had an uncertainty we get the upper limits given in
table 11. The efficiency for the selection is calculated with Monte Carlo Simulation to

Position of p e a k j Upper limit !

1756 MeV 6.4

(1756+ 12) MeV
(1756- 12) MeV

6.4
6.3

Table 11: Upper limits for T —* r*f äs function of peak position

be
_

S«iection —

The cross section for r pair production is calculated using a radiatively corrected r pair
Monte Carlo generator, for details see appendix B. With a luminosity of 60.6p6-1 and
the cross section (at t/S = 10.023 GeV) of 1.02nö we find a total number of 123600 r
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and TT°, data

Figure 76: Invariant mass of electron
and TT°, Monte Carlo

leptons. An upper limit of 6.4 events then translates into a branching ratio (BR)

6.4 l
BR(r

6.2.2 The Decay r -* C7r°

0.153123600
= 3.4 x 1Q-4(90% CL)

We present the final e?r0 invariant mass spectrum for 37 pb l in figure 75 together with

the Monte Carlo expectation for a decay r — *TTQ in figure 76. Again we cannot see

a significant structure of the expected shape and therefore use the data to calculate

an upper limit for the existence of this r decay mode in an analogous manner äs for

T —* c~j. Varying the peak position of an expected signal (within the expected ränge)

does not change the upper limit significantly. We arrive at the upper limits in table 12.

The emciency for detecting this decay is found to be

Position of peak ! Upper limit
1742 MeV 4.2
(1742- 14) MeV ; 4.2
(1742- 14) MeV ; 4.1

Table 12: Upper limits for T —* eir0 äs function of peak position

•'-<*" = 0.127

With a cross section of 1.02 nb l and a total of 75500 r leptons (37p6 l ) we thus arrive

at an upper limit for the branching ratio:

4.2 l
BR(r

0.12775500
= 4.4 x KT4(90% CL)
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7 Conclusions

We presented an analysis of ~}X —* ^rf type final states in decays of the T and

T' resonances. No obvious significant enhancement in the corresponding photon spectra

were observed. The analysis represents the first search for this final state in T' decays.

In the T case we achieved an improvement for m äs s es MX near the T (E^ < l GeV).

The upper limits obtained

BR(T
BR(T' IX

7rf) < l x 10"3

<2x 1CT3

cannot exclude the production of a Standard (minimal) Higgs boson in T, T' decays

predicted to be

BR(T,T' -> "/Higgs) * 1CT4 - 1CT5

They can however be used to constrain the ratio of vacuum expectation values for

models with two Higgs doublets.

The search for Higgs bosons in the ~irf final state might prove to be very important

in case the Higgs coupling to T pairs should dominate. A search for Higgs —> cc —*•

Hadrons, (c = charmed quark) in a high multipiicity environment would then no longer

be sensitive.

The second part of this work was devoted to exotic decay modes of the r lepton.

Composite model theories, which provide a natural explanation for the rieh spectrum of

quarks and leptons, predict corrections to parameters äs well äs exotic decay channels.

The corrections are very tiny and therefore not sensitive. Exotic decays of the r lepton

such äs T —*• e^ and T —> eir0 on the other hand provide a way to find limits on the

compositeness mass scale A.

Our limits of
. BR(r -

and BR(r-

improve considerably existing limits of previous experiments (in particular r —* e7r°).

The limit on r —»• e^ can be used to set a lower limit on the compositeness scale

A>65TeV

< 3.4 x 1(T4

< 4.4 x 1(T4
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A Particle Identification

A.l Introduction

In the foüowing we will describe the methods of particle Identification in the Crystal

Ball detector. Since it is a non magnetic device the identification will be based mostly

on the crystal Information.

First we will describe the behaviour of different particle types like e, /x, TT, 7 in the

detector. Then we will introduce the concept of pattern cuts and how it can be used

for particle identification. For 7T°/7 Separation we will add a method for reconstructing

the invariant mass of a shower from its energy deposition in the ball.

A.2 Signature of Particles

In principie we can subdivide the particles according to their interaction in the Nal(Tl)

of the detector äs in table 13.

* "/(TT — >^n) j electromagnetic shower ;
i minimum ionizing
| minimum ionizing

or hadronic shower

Table 13: Particle types and their interactions in Nal(Tl)

An electromagnetic shower is induced by the joint reactions of bremsstrahlung and

pair production. Both processes can only take place in the presence of a nucleus which

ensures simultaneous conservation of energy and momentum. A high energetic electron

entering the Nal(Tl) will radiate a bremsstrahlung photon which in turn converts into

an e~e~ pair and so on. The number of particles grows very rapidly and the average

energy per particle will decrease accordingly. The average mean free path between

these processes is the so called radiation length. The energy deposited will be confined

to a certain angular cone around the initial particles impact. Finally the process comes

to an end when the probability for energy loss of the electrons by ionization becomes

bigger than the probability for bremsstrahlung. In the case of a gamma ray the same

processes occur besides the first process being pair production. For a detailed account
see reference [49l- The important features for particle identification are

• Almost all energy of the particle will be seen in the detector since its thickness is

15.7 XQ (XQ = radiation length).

• The energy will be deposited in a relatively small cone, in our case a group of 13

crystals (Hi3), characterized by the so called Moliere radius.
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Figure 77: Electron of 5GeV Figure 78: Muon of 5 GeV
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Figure 79: Ionization in 15.7 .\'o of
Nal(TI)

Figure 80: Landau distribution

Figure 77. where we display the energy deposition of a 5 GeV electron, reveals the above

features (the same is valid for a photon, besides the charge to be determined by the

tube chambers).

A muon (or a non interacting pion) on the other hand passes the ball 'minimum

ionizing'. The probability for bremsstrahlung is very rrmch reduced due to the high

mass of the muon (compared to the electron). This ionization is characteristic for the

material and depends only weakly on the mass and momentum of the particie. See

figure 79 for the ionization in Nal(Tl) äs a function of 7 of the incident particie. The
term 'minimum ionizing' refers to the minimum in figure 79. The energy deposition
will be smeared out by fluctuations, described by the so called Landau distribution, see
figure 80. The important characteristics are

• Energy deposition almost independent of incident particie momentum and type,

= 205 MeV.

« Energy deposition in a very small number of crystals.
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Figure 82: Pion of 5 GeV

Figure 78 shows a 5 GeV muon in the Nal(Tl) crystals.
An interacting pion nnally will have a fairly irregulär behaviour. Because the Crystal

Ball detector is only l nuclear interaction length thick a pion will undergo a nuclear
interaction in about 64% of the cases. Many nuclear processes (strong interaction)

will contribute and thus the energy deposited will not be predictable in such a precise

manner äs for electrons and photons. In figure 81 we display the energy seen in the

detector for a 5 GeV pion. The 'minimum ionizing' peak at about 205 MeV is due to

the above 36% of non interacting pions. The main features are

•• Energy deposition from minimum ionization up to the total energy

• Spread over many crystals with irregulär pattern

Figure 82 finally shows a 5 GeV pion in the ball.

A.3 Patterns

The above described different particle types can be characterized by the form of their

energy deposit. An electromagnetic shower will be fairly Symmetrie, a minimum ionizing
particle will leave almost all its energy in one crystal and an interacting pion will exhibit
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Figure 85: J*- for electrons" A

an asymmetric distribution in the crystals. These different characteristics can be used
for particle identification. The relevant quantities are E\,Ei,E^E\z which are defined in
figure 83 äs well äs their ratios. In figures 84 to 89 we display various of these quantities
for electrons, pions and muons with energies between 500 MeV and 3GeV (distributed
flat in momentum). The cuts used in the various analyses are accumulated in table 14.
We observe a clear Separation between electrons and muons äs well äs between pions
and electrons,

A.4 7r°/7 Separation

Photons from TT°S above £T)J * 600 MeV tend to overlap such that they appear äs one
single bump in the detector. Gammas and TT°S can be separated by pattern cuts only
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3

Figure 91: TT° of 1500 MeV Figure 92: Gamma of 1500 MeV

with low efficiency, see figure 90 for the probability of a TT° to pass a photon pattern

cut.

One can however do much better by observing that energy deposits from TT° s are

much more 'cigar shaped* than the more Symmetrie ones of gammas, compare figures

91 and 92 for a TT° and a gamma of 1500 MeV each. It can be shown [52] that the

second moment of the shower distribution of crystal energies can be used to measure

the invariant mass of the parent particle

M2 = E2(S - Ä,)

M denotes the mass, E the energy, S the actual second moment and S7 the average

second moment of a gamma (to be determined by Monte Carlo methods). In figure 93

we show M2 äs a function of E for TT° s. We observe that the values for M~ cluster

around M~p 15- The deviation for higher K° momenta is due to the granularity of

the detector and approximations made in the calculation of the mass. Comparing the
distribution of invariant masses for T° s (figure 93) and gammas (figure 94) we observe

that we can distinguish ir° s from gammas up to about 2 GeV by cutting at the line

indicated. For energies above 2 GeV the granularity of the detector is too coarse to

make a sensible mass assignment, We can however also identify TT° s of energy above
2 GeV by requiring M2 > (80MeV)2 with a photon contamination which grows with
energy. This is important for the r —* CTTQ search, whereas a powerful TTO suppression up
to 2 GeV is important for the T —* e*y and ^rf searches.

15The entries at low M"2 values originale from ?r0 s which decay into 2 resolved photona.
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B Monte Carlo Techniques

B.l Introduction

In the following we will describe how to use Monte Carlo techniques to convert purely
experimental results (number of events of a certain type) into quantities which can be
compared with theory (e.g. decay width for a certain process). In principle we could do
this conversion analytically by using all our knowledge about the physics of the process
under investigation and the response of the detector to certain types of particles. This
however proofs to be impossible due to the large number of processes taking place. For

example it is extremly hard to calculate analytically the response of a crystal and its
wrapping (see chapter 3.2.1) to a showering particle. The individual processes taking
place are known, the electromagnetic ones very well, the ones involving strong interac-
tion to a less extent. It is the enormous number of subsequent Steps which renders the
analytical calculation impossible. Therefore we can try to simulate them using random

distributed numbers to account for the random nature of the processes involved. An
electron for example undergoes bremsstrahlung with exponentially decreasing proba-

bility, parameterized by the radiation length. Thus we can expect that with a large
number of samplings according to this theoretical probability we will resemble the over-
all features of the process. Repetition of this Simulation of the processes involved will
finally supply us with a sample of 'events' which should be äs random in nature äs the
real world. These events then enable us to translate the experimental results back to

the quantities of the underlying process (to be compared with theory).
Moreover we can use this so called Monte Carlo data sample to optimize the selection

criteria for the reaction under investigation. We will divide the discussion into two parts:

•- Simulation of the physics involved, e.g. T, T' —* ~iX -+ -yrf (STEPl)

• Simulation of the detector response to the final state particles (STEP2)

B.2 STEPl

Here we will describe how to generate four-vectors of final state particles for the reactions

T "V* l ^r *, T —* *yX —* fTT

• e+e~ —*T?(7), r-*conventional decay channels

• e+e"—>rf(7), T —* e-y T —»• C7r°

The first process is relatively easy to simulate since it consists of two subsequent two
body decays. The energies of the photon and the particle X are determined by the mass
of the T and X. The angular distribution of the particles depends on the spin of X.
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Figure 95: Lowest order diagram for «+c~—»rf

For a spin 0 object the angular distribution is of the form l + cos2 0, where 0 is the
angle of the photon with respect to the e+ beam and isotropic in the azimuth $. For
a detailed description of the helicity formalism which leads to the above distributions
see reference [53]. In the sequential decay X -»rf the anguiar distribution is isotropic
in cos 0 and $ in the X restframe. A Lorentz boost yields the four-momenta of the
various final state particles in the laboratory System. The sampling of l + cos2 0, cos 0
and $ is accomplished using random numbers, for a detailed description of sampling
methods see reference [54]. The r lepton decays are simulated according to the modes
given in table 2.

The second process, radiatively corrected T pair production is more involved. In
lowest order we have to account for the diagram in figure 95, The cross section is given
by

da a2,. 4M2 v 1 /„. . ,„ 4Af2 . 2
sin 0)

where © is the angle between electron and T lepton, yS is the CMS energy and M is the
T mass. One has to add corrections to this process, namely virtual and bremsstrahlungs
corrections, see figure 96. Upon integrating the bremsstrahlungs spectrum we find it
to be infrared divergent. Including the virtual corrections cures these divergences. In
order to generate radiatively corrected rf final states we can use two different methods.

In the first method we choose a photon momentum kQ below which a photon would
no longer be detected. A typical value is 1% of Eße&m(^ 50MeV in our case). The total
cross section for photon emission with momenta less than fco, <7soFT> can De calculated äs
well äs ÖHARD for photon momenta above kQ. We decide which type of event to generate
upon the ratio ^SÜEI.. \ case We are in the soft region we then generate a nonradiative

THARD
rf pair according to the above cross section. In the hard region we generate a three
body 77-7 final state.

Another possibility, chosen here, is to make use of the so called 'exponentiation'. For
low photon momenta we can exponentiate the leading log part of the virtual corrections,
thus accounting for the arbitrary number of very soft photons being emitted (infrared
catastrophe of the second kind). We can extend this treatment also to hard photons.
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This leaves us with an integrated, non divergent, photon spectrum which can be used
for random sampling of photon momenta. The three body final state is then generated

similar äs above. For a detailed discussion of the underlying theory, see reference (55].

It should be noted that including corrections due to ZQ exchange and angular cor-
relations, see references [56j has a negligible effect on the detection efficiencies for the

process under discussion. The same is true for a* corrections, see reference [57].
Finally we treat the decays T —*• «7 and T —*• C7r°, where the second r lepton de-

cays conventionally. Again äs in the first reaction simple two body kinematics with

an isotropic angular distribution in cos 0 and $ in the T restframe is involved. This

concludes the list of generators used in this work.

B.3 STEP2

This part of the event Simulation Starts from the generated four-vectors and propagates

the particles through all detector components. It simulates the corresponding physical

processes leading to signals in the various detector components. These processes can

be divided into two classes, electromagnetic and hadronic interactions. The electro-

magnetic part is generated by EGS (Electron Gamma Simulation), see reference 58]
and the hadronic part by GHEISHA (Gamma Hadron Electron Interaction SH(A)ower

code), reference [59 .

B.3.l Electromagnetic Interactions

Electrons (positrons) loose energy upon passage through matter and photons are ab-

sorbed. An electron colliding with an atom will excite this atom and the following

deexcitation will yield a low energy gamma or electron which deposits its energy locally,

This colüsion energy loss dominates at low energies whereas shower development due to

successive pair production and bremsstrahlung (see appendix A) dominates at higher

energies. The shower gets a lateral spread due to the opening angles induced by the

elementary processes. Coulomb and Compton scattering also contribute to this spread

of the shower.
The Simulation itself is decomposed into simulating the transport and the individual

interactions of the single particle. The transport proceeds in Steps which are a fraction
of the interaction (radiation) length until an interaction takes place (to be determined
by random sampling) or the particle energy drops below a cut-off. Below this cut-off

the particle energy is deposited locally. For a description of all the details see the EGS

writeup, quoted above.
The agreement between data and Monte Carlo Simulation is very good. This can be

seen in ägures 97 and 98 taken from reference [601 for a comparison of data and Monte

Carlo predictions for electrons in Nal(Tl). Figure 97 shows the observed and calculated
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resolution äs a function of electron energy and figure 98 displays the energy resolution

versus beam displacement.

B.3..2 Hadronic Interactions

The Simulation of hadrons passing through matter is much more involved than for

electrons and photons. Whereas only a few processes calculable in QED contribute

to EOS, the hadronic transport code, GHEISHA, simulates a multitude of processes

which partly have to be adjusted using experimentally determined parameters. The

particle transport, multiple scattering and energy loss by ionization are treated similarly

to EGS. The cross sections for elastic and inelastic hadron nucleon interactions are

taken from data and the dependence on atomic number is fitted. Various empirical

and semi empirical models are used to predict final state multiplicities and momentum

distributions in inelastic processes. The agreement between Monte Carlo prediction and

experimental data is very good despite the empirical approximations made, See figures

99 and 100 taken from reference [6l] for a comparison of Monte Carlo and data for pions

in BGO. Figure 99 compares the energy deposited for data and Monte Carlo and figure

100 shows the longitudinal shower profiles in BGO.
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C Statistical Methods

C.l Introduction

In the following we will introduce some basic statistical tools which will enable us
to make predictions on parameter values based on the experiment performed. The

uncertainties involved can also be calculated within this approach. We will start from
the concept of a likelihood function and show that, by maximization, it allows the

determination of parameters from experimental data. Finally we will describe how to

obtain limits on parameters if their value does not differ significantly from zero.

C.2 Likelihood Function

Suppose we have a set of experimental data, e.g. number of events per bin, „V^, i = l, n.

Moreover we have a theoretical expectation of how the number of events per bin should

be distributed, /,, i = l, n. These /, depend on m parameters A ; , j = l, m. We then

define a likelihood äs

We can Interpret this likelihood function äs a measure for the probability to observe the
particular sample of experimental data originating from the underiying function / (Aj) .

Due to statistical fiuctuations, e.g. governed by Poisson statistics, the experimental

data Nt will deviate from the predicted /, even for the right set of parameters A ;. The
likelihood L however will be maximal. Therefore a numerical method for maximizing

a function has to be used to get the parameters A . Such a program is MINUIT, see

reference 62]. For a detailed collection of maximizing procedures see reference :63 .

A likelihood for gaussian distributed bin contents would read

2fi(A)

Maximizing L is equivalent to minimizing — ln(L) and thus

l ..

turns out to resemble the wellknown Pearson x2- Thus maximizing a likelihood is

equivalent to minimizing a x2 >n the case of gaussian statistics.

Since we have in our spectra only a very small number of entries per bin we have to
use Poisson statistics. In order to use gaussian statistics we would have to increase the
bin size. This however would diminish the experimental information. A likelihood for

Poisson statistics then reads

1=1
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Figure 101: Likelihood äs function of amplitude A

In the following we will show an example of such a likelihood. The parameter A will be

the amplitude of a possible signal.

We use the final photon spectrum from the ^rf search, figure 51. We want to fit

a gaussian shaped signal (due to our resolution function) superimposed on a smooth
polynomial background to this spectrum. We can vary the amplitude A of the signal

and keep all other parameters fixed to their values at maximum likelihood. In figure

101 we display the likelihood äs a function of A for a particular photon energy and
observe a most probable amplitude of 4.52 counts. The likelihood looks fairiy gaussian,

although computed using poisson statistics due to the very small number of entries 16.

It is suggestive to deäne an error a on the most probable amplitude AQ (in analogy
to gaussian statistics) such that 68% of the likelihood is within a window AQ ± 0 .

We observe that AQ differs only by 1.45 o from zero. Thus the probability for AQ not

being caused by a fluctuation of the background is only 85% (i.e. the probability for a

background fluctuation of < 1.45 o). In such a case we do not claim this to be a real
signal since the probability for a fluctuation of the background is so high. We prefer to

calculate an upper limit for the amplitude at a certain confidence level.

C.3 Upper Limits

An upper limit Ax at X% confidence level implies that there is a X% probability for

the observed number of counts not to originate from a signal with an amplitude greater
than AX- This means that the fiuctuations of the background are too large to give a
positive proof for the existence of a signal. On the other hand we neither can exclude
a possible signal of amplitude less than AX at a confidence level of X%. We integrate
the likelihood for positive amplitudes (since a negative signal would be unphysical) up

16The distortion at the lower edge is an artifact.
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to X%. The amplitude where we reach X% is then the upper lirnit. Hatched indicated
in figure 101 is the 90% area according to

/. " L(A)dA = 0.9
o

The point labelled A<& is then the 90% confidence level upper limit.

C.4 Summary

The likelihood method allows us to calculate the best estimate for parameters of an
underlying theoretical hypothesis. The behaviour of this Ukelihood äs a function of Pa-
rameters allows us to define an uncertainty on the determination of the parameters. The

statistical significance emerges then äs the ratio of most probable value to uncertainty.
If this significance is too low, an upper limit A0 at say 90% confidence level can be
computed. This allows to exclude a signal of more than AQ counts at a 90% confidence

level.
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